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Architectural drawing is the language we use to develop and represent our architectural ideas. As a language, it 
uses the rules and conventions of measured orthographic and perspective projection. The course will build your 
knowledge of hand-drawn 2D and 3D projective drawings as tools for the imagination. Redrawing and analysis 
of an existing building precedent through a set of plans, sections and axonometrics will be the starting point to 
reinterpret, explore and speculate. 
 
The course focuses on an exploration of manual drawing techniques (orthographic and perspectival), made 
using geometric drafting tools (see list below) to generate measured projective drawings that take on a life of 
their own. 
 
Orthographic projection is the fundamental drawing technique to represent objects and space in measure. It is 
based on the premise of viewing and drawing exact measurements that are projected in parallel lines - with no 
perspectival distortion. 2D and 3D orthographic projection is an important, precise tool for design towards a 
built reality. 
 
Perspective projection is a 3D technique based on the perception of receding scale towards the distance - to 
vanishing points. Given that measure does not stay constant, as in orthographic projection, there are techniques 
to generate perspective drawing from measured plans and elevations. 
 



The principles are also the basis of computer aided design and essential in the overall understanding of 
architectural drawing. 
 
From Matchbox to Complex Form 
The first session will be devoted to the simple exercise of drawing a matchbox in orthographic projection which 
will be made progressively complex through the process of technical drawing.  
 
Precedent Study Drawing 
You will select a small iconic house or a fragment of a larger building. Using already measured plans, sections 
and elevations you will redraw the building or fragment by hand using draughting tools as 2D plans sections and 
elevations which can become the basis of analytical drawings that explain the ‘parti’ of the building – i.e. the 
essential concept.  
 
Speculative Drawing  
The precedent study will be the basis for a transformation through a new set of drawings that take the essential 
concepts that you uncovered, as well as new ideas you introduce. The new drawings will be developed in 2d and 
3d. Models, photography and the computer can be as parallel tools - to inform the process of exploration. The 
final drawings should convey your own concepts and interests that you extracted and progressed from the 
original study.  
 
Required Drawing Tools  
Technical drawing tools are necessary to make precision architectural drawings. A list will be sent before the 
course starts and students should acquire them as soon as possible.   
 
 
 
WEEKLY SESSIONS 
 
Session 1: Wednesday 7th October AM/13th January PM 
Short presentation; orthographic projection; Pre-prepared Introductory talk on orthographic 2d and 3d drawings 
and matchbox drawing exercise watched as preparation before the session.  
 
From Matchbox to Complex Form  
- Practical workshop/drawing exercise; measure a matchbox and draw plan, section, elevation, oblique, 

axonometric and isometric drawing on A3 sheets.  
- Make speculative drawings that stretch, cut, slice, bend, unfold, perforate, repeat, transform the matchbox. 
- Discussion about progress of drawings - some students will show examples of their drawings. 
- Brief Introduction to list of small exemplary buildings to be redrawn 
- Preparation for Session 2. Each student to select a building, i.e. an exemplary house or a fragment of an 

exemplary building to redraw as 2D orthographic plans, sections and elevations to scale of 1:50, 1:100 
depending on its size. 

- Discuss some drawn examples with class. 
 
 
Session 2: Wednesday 14th October AM/20th January PM 
Precedent Study Drawing - Survey 
Presentation - Brief Intro to session - translating measurement to survey information. 
- Drawing exercise - Selected precedents to be drawn in Orthographic Plan/Section/Elevation 
- Discuss the work with class by focusing on examples from class. 
 
Session 3: Wednesday 21st October AM/27th January PM 



Precedent Study Drawing - Survey - Parti and Analysis  
- Studio work - Completion of precedent study plans, sections elevations and axonometric and - as basis to 

create ‘parti’ diagrams in 2D and 3D diagrams.  
- Discuss the work with class by focusing on examples from class. 
 
Session 4: Wednesday 28 th October AM/3rd February PM 
Precedent to Speculation Drawings 
Presentation; Artist talk  
Studio work - Drawing experiments in morphing, distortion and transformation towards a new 
building/structure/Spaces based on concepts from precedent. Explore and abstract through diagrams and 
projective drawings. 
- Discuss the work with class by focusing on examples from class. 
 
OPEN WEEK 
 
Session 5: Wednesday 11th November AM/17th February PM 
Speculation Drawings 
- Presentation on perspective techniques. 
- Studio work - Continuation of transformation drawings - plans, sections, elevations, 3d orthographic and 
perspective drawing utilised to represent the new speculative concepts 
 
Session 6: Wednesday 18th November AM/24th February PM 
Speculation Drawings 
- Studio work - Continuation of speculative drawings - plans, sections, elevations, 3d orthographic and 
perspective drawing utilised to represent the new speculative concepts 
 
Session 7: Wednesday 25th November AM/3rd March PM 
Speculation Drawings 
- Studio work - Continuation of speculative drawings  
- Discussion about presentation of drawings. 
 
Session 8: Wednesday 2nd December AM/10th March PM 
- Presentation and discussion across all courses 
 
Submission Requirements 
Students will make careful and precise drawings by hand using drafting tools. 
 
Summary of Work Process 
- Matchbox survey drawings- Plans, Sections, Elevations, Oblique, Axonometric and Isometric 
- Matchbox transformation into complex forms exploration - As 3D projection (axo, Iso or oblique) 
- Precedent Study - Chosen building redrawn and analysed - as plans, section, elevation, diagrams 
- Speculative Drawings - precedent transformation - as plans, section, 3D Axo, Iso or Oblique and perspective 
studies 
- Sketch models - as transformational aids (photographed with blank backgrounds), 
 
Final Submission 
- Upload A3 PDF Booklet/Document  
All drawings, sketches and models should be well scanned and documented in an A3 in-design document. The 
pages should be laid out elegantly with annotation describing processes and conceptual aims. The booklet is in 
itself a designed object.  
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